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Try this:

Before sitting down to write,

imagine yourself in a beautiful

place. Build the scene around

you. Visualizing it, let the safety

and the aesthetic pleasure of

this safe space into your body. 

Imagine that you are with a

guide of sorts; one who truly

sees you as you are. Maybe it's

Buddha nature. Maybe your

innermost guru shows up, or a

form that represents to you a

face of the sacred. Or maybe

you draw up in your mind's eye

a teacher whom you trust, or a

friend. Let that trusted guide

speak to you in the writing that

comes through you. Let that one

who truly sees you give

reassurance, adoration,

encouragement, support, or

even a pithy set of instructions. 

(continued on page 2)

Day 8 of the Power of Meditation Summit

The following poem, Don't Hesitate, from Mary Oliver

combines well with the "Untying the Knot at the Heart"

Practice from Day 8 of the summit.

Ideas for working with this poem as a writing prompt

are on page 2.

Don't Hesitate

If you suddenly and unexpectedly feel joy, 
don't hesitate. Give in to it. There are plenty
of lives and whole towns destroyed or about
to be. We are not wise, and not very often
kind. And much can never be redeemed.
Still, life has some possibility left. Perhaps this
is its way of fighting back, that sometimes
something happens better than all the riches
or power in the world. It could be anything,
but very likely you notice it in the instant
when love begins. Anyway, that’s often the 
case. Anyway, whatever it is, don't be afraid
of its plenty. Joy is not made to be a crumb.

Mary Oliver



IDEAS 
FOR WORKING WITH THIS POEM:

GENERAL IDEAS 
FOR WORKING WITH POEMS:

(continued from page 1)

Look back at what you wrote, and take

in the guidance from a place of absolute

trust. 

Many poems are sets of instructions. In

regular life, we often talk to ourselves

unconsciously, usually relying on

instruction sets we internalized as

children, directing ourselves into the

same rote and limited action sets that

were once essential for our emotional

survival. It is a radical practice to

transform the narratives of mind, and

the instructions we give ourselves. 

This poem is remarkable to me because it

manages to give clear and wise

instructions on life with a tone of total

wonder and humility. Sometimes when a

poem takes on an instructional tone it

begins to sound definitive and pedantic

and preachy, and that can be a real turn-

off. This poem strikes an extremely casual

tone, and thus, does exactly the opposite. 

You might begin with the line that Mary

Oliver ends with: "Joy is not meant to be a

crumb" and just see where that takes you.

Try out the informal, humble, querying

tone that Oliver offers in her poem. See if it

opens you. See if it gives you back to your

natural relationship with joy. See if it

delights you. 
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